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5

Abstract6

Wireless ad hoc network nodes together establish a network infrastructure without using any7

access points or base stations for communicates using multi hop schemes. It has significant8

characteristics like dynamic topologies, constrained in bandwidth and limited resource a high9

challenge in implementing security with optimized energy resource utilization which is the key10

aspects while designing modern ad hoc networks architecture. Ad hoc Networks nodes are11

limited in broadcast range, and also their capabilities of computation and storage are well12

limited to their energy resources. This limitation of resources in wireless ad hoc creates high13

challenges in incorporating security mechanism for routing security and privacy maintenance.14

This paper investigates the various issues and challenges in secure routing and energy15

optimization during communication in wireless ad hoc network towards security and secure16

energy utilization improvisation.17

18

Index terms— wireless ad hoc network, routing, security, energy resource optimization.19

1 Introduction20

d hoc networks where all nodes cooperatively maintain network connectivity in multi-hop wireless networks.21
Networks of this kind useful for disaster relief and emergency needs through a temporary network connectivity22
which is required to be used in such situation. It enables communication between nodes by forward packets23
within each other’s. Building such ad hoc networks creates many barriers imposed by the environment and24
significant technical challenge. Ad hoc network suffers due to high mobility and resource constraints in together.25
The multiple propagations and intervention in wireless transmission effects and provide wireless primarily on the26
limited primarily to the wireless medium, operating in an ad hoc network routing protocols combined to create27
significant challenges. Thus, in the field of lightweight equipment should be used. Because they run on battery28
lifetime and improve the network of battery life as they should be conserving energy resources.29

Wireless mobile ad hoc network (MANET) due to its extensive features is widely used in many military and30
civilian applications. Ad networks collect data on many Military and civilian applications. Ad hoc networks collect31
data on many wireless applications that are designed for a variety of environments. Based on the assessment of32
the different categories of data in their intended application. The natures of the applications mentioned above are33
used by governments, and individuals concerned. However, data used in among are confidentiality, authenticity34
and availability must be maintained in the integrity of certification.35

Security and resources effect sensors in wireless networks due to its very limited resources of wireless networks36
and other challenges [3] [4]. Mobile ad hoc network operate on traditional security networks services due to the37
limitations of wireless sensor networks and its difficulties to employ traditional security measures. For example,38
it is inefficient to employ SSL protocol. SSL protocol for wireless sensor networks, inefficient as it requires a high39
amount of energy ??5][6].40

This paper provides an in depth investigation in security issues and secure energy optimization approaches41
in Wireless mobile ad hoc network. It initially discusses the trends and mechanism of mobile ad hoc network42
communication in Section-2. Security issues and vulnerabilities are being discussed in section-3 and the energy43
optimization for longer network stability is discussed in Section-3.44
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9 A) DISTRIBUTED SECURITY APPROACH

2 II.45

3 Wireless Mobile ad hoc Network46

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is dynamic arbitrary and temporary network topology to manage the wireless47
mobile nodes with self-configuration. People and vehicles using the first wireless communication infrastructure48
or the infrastructure of such areas without the need for an extension can internetwork [3].49

All the nodes in Mobile ad-hoc network communicate directly to their range nodes which are in their radio50
range. Direct communication to communicate with each other within the intermediate node (s), while that of51
the nodes. In both cases, all nodes are involved in communication with the wireless network automatically, so52
this can be seen as some kind of mobile ad-hoc network.53

Mobile ad hoc network are able to communicate directly to all the other titles in the radio range coverage.54
To communicate with each other in direct communication range, inter-node (s) that do not use the neighbor55
information. In both cases, all the nodes will automatically participate in the wireless communication network56
can be seen as a mobile ad hoc network as a wireless form. It shows the following unique characteristics [4] as57
follows:58

? Wireless links between nodes that are volatile and unpredictable. As well as the mobility of wireless nodes59
and nodes with limited power supplies, mobile ad-hoc network of wireless communication links between them60
involved nodes are not stable. ? Topology dynamic behavior is due to the continuous motion of the nodes, the61
constant changes in the mobile ad-hoc network topology. The other nodes in the network nodes and part-time62
into constant move out of radio range, and routing information is changing all the time because of the movement63
of the nodes. ? Statically configured not to the lack of robust security features in the wireless routing protocol is64
intended for ad-hoc environments. Ad hoc networks are constantly changing the topology of the routing protocol,65
because statically configured so as to prevent the kind of attacks and potential attacks to try to make use of66
every pair of adjacent nodes for routing to incorporate the issue for the need.67

The above mentioned features are the traditional mobile ad hoc networks. Wired trend indicates malicious68
behavior suffers more than the network. Therefore, we must focus more attention to utilization of energy security69
and security issues in mobile ad hoc networks.70

MANETs are of much more risk than the network attack mechanism should proceed ??2][17]. This is due to71
the following reasons.72

4 a) Lack of Infrastructure73

Ad hoc networks, certification authorities, and the line of servers do not apply to any classical solutions based74
on any infrastructure to operate independently.75

5 b) Inadequate Physical Security76

Mobile wireless networks are more vulnerable to physical security threats, fixed wireless networks, more than the77
average. Theft, spoofing, and DoS attacks should be carefully considered which are likely to increase. Already78
the most demanding security systems link security threat reduction wireless networks.79

6 c) Limited Power Supply80

Due to the temporary movement of network nodes, the node depends on the battery system for their energy81
supplies. The power supply can be limited because of denial-of-service attacks and selfishness.82

7 d) Frequent Varying Network Topology83

Arbitrary nodes are free to move anywhere. Incidentally network topology change and their distance from other84
nodes may have no limits. As a result of this spontaneous movement, the reaction gradually makes unidirectional85
links between nodes as well as to give rise to two directional changes in an unpredictable manner [5].86

8 IV. Different Approaches in Manet for Security87

Many different suggestions exist in the literature [17] [18][19] [20] but how to protect the environment of MANET.88
Many use cases or the environment can be used only for specific solutions, but protocol of bootstrapping the89
defense should be able to connect to the network, especially in settings where new issues are arise any time and90
maintain it is a difficult question. In short, this section will be present to establish securities which are already91
known.92

9 a) Distributed Security Approach93

With the fully distributed gateway to access any server nodes or MANETs, completely self-organized security94
solutions [16] will be used. Each node in a local public key is to manage the repository. Repositories available95
can be found using a certificate chain to validate a certificate.96
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The certificate authority using secret sharing method or action can be decentralized. Using this technique97
makes it possible to distribute several nodes on a common centralized authority. Many nodes distribute a secrete98
and deals only through cooperation, can the secret reunion. Unfortunately, this method can be a Sybil attack.99

10 b) Location Dependable Security Approach100

Taking advantage of the limited mobility or using localized node in a mobile ad hoc network, the security of the101
communication paths is introduced to the other possibilities. The so-called imprinting of a security in relation102
to the use of the direct physical contact. This approach is extended by Balfanz et al. [1] and they propose103
that the public key certificates to the exchange location-limited channel. In some applications, such as ad-hoc104
communication with a printer and the use of the bootstrap method is very simple security policy. Because of105
the mobility of the nodes, this approach increases the distribution network within the security association. For106
self-organized networks this method is exclusively appropriate.107

11 c) Broadcast Solutions108

Mobile ad-hoc network is also supported by the existing transmission networks. The distribution networks of109
the media (audio and video), but also the data for the channels are made. This data is sent over the secure110
channel, broadcast encryption schemes are very useful. If the receivers had previously applied to be included111
in the information packets for transmission encryption to decrypt and access the data. Broadcast encryption112
also allows you to remove or exclude former recipients from future broadcasts and data can be encrypted using113
a symmetric encryption key. We also know that a valid key is used in many different keys encrypted with the114
receivers. Nodes in the network are transmitted in encrypted keys to a key management block, are stored in. The115
key to decrypt the data nodes and the maintenance of a credible process to extract the block. The transmission116
encryption in the sense of broadcast it is introduced in [6]. Displayed little change in the policy of this that117
allows the user to set up groups [11]. Therefore, only a certain number of senders and receivers of messages can118
be creating as readable.119

12 d) Trust and Reward Procedures120

In a wireless network selfish nodes do not support which generally cause the problem for network performance121
disruption to MANETs. Support and participation are more attractive and a really good way to have been122
proposed [14]. The node can participate in a lot of debt often, than not presented any packet nodes. The123
recompense scheme also drives like operations, e.g. links can often present path for packet headers which will124
be expressed in more interest. Therefore, the network will be increased confidence. These can be used to secure125
many other protocols and mechanisms for the MANETs.126

13 V. Security Countermeasure Approaches in Manet127

To provide secure communication between the nodes to communicate security is a primary concern in MANET.128
To provide solutions to the problems involved in the security of mobile networks, we should be able to explain to129
the two most commonly used methods. Prevention of basic network functions in the early stages of their design130
is not embedded in the network operation which can be easily threatened.131

14 a) Prevention Mechanism132

Prevention of discontent from malicious attacks, such a solution is described by initiating active nodes. In the133
absence of infrastructure it is difficult to provide prevention using the policies of authentication, access control,134
encryption and digital signature policy, and also by using traditional methods one can provide the first line of135
defense. Such tokens or smart card PIN, phrases or used in addition to verification of biometrics is available136
through some security modules.137

15 b) Reactive Mechanism138

Identifying malicious activities and taking actions in reactive protocols mechanisms specifies any evidence of139
malicious that tries to take punitive measures against the reactive approach. MANET intrusion detection system140
(IDS) is to support schemes such as the use of enforcement mechanisms, etc. These intrusion detection systems141
are used to detect the manipulation and disorders. Such as Nuglets, confidant, CORE and selfish node behavior142
to reduce the implementation of cooperation, such as tokenbased. In this category, they will be able to recognize143
and react to the threat of such applications is the ability to induce all the protocols.144

16 c) Security Schemes in Ad hoc Networks145

In malicious network activity and specific issues related to the environment it is difficult to distinguish between146
in ad hoc networking. An ad hoc network malicious nodes at random intervals is to enter and leave as soon147
as the radio transmission range to avoid detection or disrupt network activity may collude with other malicious148
nodes. Further complicating the detection of malicious nodes behave only occasionally harmful. In order to get149
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18 TABLE 1 : SECURE AWARE ROUTING PROPERTIES AND
TECHNIQUES

a global view of the network topology makes it difficult to dynamically and quickly, which is expected to become150
obsolete. In order to achieve the security objectives of many security schemes to succeed, even though none of151
them ad hoc wireless networks, security aspects of the proposed deals152

17 i. Intrusion Detection153

Intrusion audit data provide evidence Detection System [17] for capturing the attacks. Based on the audit154
data type used, intrusion Detection System can be classified as a network-based and host-based. Means of155
network packets through the network hardware interface former usually runs in the second Test monitors and156
analyzes events and hospitality programs or users [18].Manipulation detection (use patterns of known attacks)157
and abnormal detection (known attacks deviation flag): intrusion detection systems can be classified as the158
methods used. Both methods rely on the use of those packets for packets sniffing and analysis [19].159

Zhang and Lee [17] described each node in a wireless ad hoc network IDS intrusion detection and personal160
responsibility by agents involved in the name of the proposed architecture for intrusion detection and response.161
It can monitor real-time traffic which has no fixed ”focus points” Because, audit collection devices is limited by162
the range of the radio. Anomalies wireless ad hoc network anomaly detection schemes is expected to be localized,163
incomplete and possibly from the old information is not easily distinguishable. Therefore, the authors [17] the164
networking layers and incorporated into the further development of a comprehensive, cross-layer approach can165
be achieved.166

ii. Secure Routing in Wireless Ad hoc Networks Wireless ad hoc networks routing and wire-line networks167
cannot rely on dedicated routers. This functionality is simple terminals, as well as routers for other nodes that168
work is spread out over all the nodes. Data routing face many problems, such as providing a secure environment169
for networking and for the purposes of possible security attacks experienced temporary special. Ad hoc networks170
are the most popular routing protocols do not comprise of security aspects. Ad hoc wireless networks from171
security attacks, and especially attacks at the network layer of the defense, some of the requirements [20] should172
fulfill. Complete missions and the threat of a temporary wormhole attack against the disabled can disrupt173
communications. Based on the identification of a number of proposals for the use of wormhole packets.174

Different approaches are very securityconscious in wireless ad hoc networks which have been proposed to175
achieve the security. In Table ??1 it shows the most important security-strengthening properties awareness176
which drives the appropriate techniques to solve the following implementation for the various mechanisms of177
security aware routing protocols (SWRP).178

18 Table 1 : Secure aware routing properties and techniques179

Many security routing protocols are discussed briefly in the following subsections. SRP: Secure Routing Protocol180
(SRP) [21] is regarding the information to disrupt the process of the discovery, the acquisition of the guarantee181
to protect against attacks that can be applied to a multitude of reactive routing protocols. Either way, replies to182
compromise or be rejected again or ever reach the node back to the trial, the fabrication are protocol guarantees.183
SAR : This protocol [22] aware of the ad hoc routing protocol security metric to define the level of trust and184
security attributes which are taken into account in the routing. And significant levels of trust in the hierarchy of185
levels of trust between the nodes can be defined. Nodes with the high level of trust among themselves and with186
the distribution of a common key encryption / decryption keys for the Notes equal to the share of each trust187
level. However, the contract for a different level of security in the network increases the total number of keys188
to different keys. SEAD: It is an efficient ad hoc distance vector operation for safe destination protocol-distance189
gradient vector. Vector creates DOS attacks and resource calculation (DSDV) drives Protocol [23] is based190
on. SEAD DSDV-SQ Operation protocol and the sequence number and operating table update message was191
inspired to deal with attackers that different industry metric. To secure this DSDV-SQ [24] operation protocol192
of SEAD not rely on each side to implement and expensive asymmetric cryptographic hash chain on art. SEAD193
operation using a hash table implemented security mechanisms chain features updated message sequence number194
and the metric is correct. The implementation mechanism to ensure the identity of the client, or the broadcast195
authenticates the sender information on SEAD attempt to remove malicious nodes. ARAN: Depending on the196
situation ARAN cryptographic certificates, temporary ad hoc networks and the power of the routing protocol is197
to prevents from the malicious activities with the support of an trusted third party. Minimum safekeeping policy,198
reliability of messages, identity authentication and non-repudiation of a necessary from end-to-end authentication199
for passed and initial certification process implementation [25]. ARIADNE: On-demand safe operation Protocol200
of this is DSR-based highly efficient symmetric cryptography [26] only stay on. Protocol required that a genuine201
key to our view that this must be some. Each node of the network is the same in each of the authentic and202
genuine way of finding each chain element nodes to nodes (a node between the source and) must share a secret203
key. ARIADNE message authentication code (MAC) and the joint chief operating point provides authentication204
message. However, except for the higher version, wormhole does not protect against attacks. S-AODV: Security-205
aware AODV protocol single malicious nodes [27] Therefore, efficient solution to eliminate the black hole attack.206
Malicious intermediate nodes, it was the shortest route to the destination because of advertising that black-207
hole problem. Or dealing with the limited means of generating e-solutions proposed by malicious packets to an208
intermediate node has been tested by the neighbors realized. S-AODV Protocol each intermediate node can be209
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assumed that all transit operators ensure packets. Control Message Originator of South Africa’s signature and210
the final part of the hash chain appends. Network cryptographically signed message headers and the second and211
intermediate Ordering Sequence number hash confirmed. ’S-AODV is unable to deal with malicious headers to212
control the working group, including a significant overhead.213

19 VI. Secure Energy Optimization Routing in Wireless Com-214

munication215

Internal attacks are ineffective or compromised nodes before using a global shared key security structures.216
Therefore, fair wormholes and internal attacks to identify more sophisticated security mechanisms, and to protect217
the malicious headers. Safe and secure operation routing that can be used to enhance the security WSN. In this218
section, we have selected the operation of routings for secure networks. Parts in the preceding are well know for219
the power of information solutions to the solutions.220

20 a) SERP: Secure Energy Efficient Routing Protocol221

Wireless Sensor Networks routing protocol for the safe, energy efficient is described in SERP -Secure energy222
efficient routing [25]. The main objective of this protocol is to limited base station power requirement with223
authentication and confidential data from the sensors to provide a robust transmission. It is relatively static224
sensor devices which are deployed in densely dedicated to WSNs.225

The three key aims were considered during the scheme of the SERP as follows ? To ensure the efficient226
transmission of power to the network is to know the structure, and the maximum lifetime to the end of the227
network. ? Secure communications nodes should be able to identify the incorrect intrusion reports. ? Strong228
and resilient transmission failure of any node can greatly hamper the performance of a network. Energy savings229
mechanism based on the selected nodes are disabled transceivers radio. The two main states of the nodes in a230
network to perform: Non forwarding -forwarding transceiver, switch off -both transceiver and sensing devices231
which are switched. The backbone of the structure of the network, has been the assumption that all the headers232
are either directed or in non-states. But while the active sensing device nodes forwarding state of their radio233
transceivers. On the other hand, forwarding nodes keep both the radio and the active sensing device. All the234
nodes to perceive the environment, and in any event not later identify nodes forwarding the data to the base235
station via a selected route nodes and broadcast on their radio signal ranges.236

21 b) EENC: Energy Efficiency Routing with Node Compro-237

mised Resistance238

Node is compromised immunity is a novel energy efficient routing protocol proposed by K Lin et al [28] as EENC.239
It describes that EENC compromised nodes under the situation of bypasses and corresponding energy intake,240
improves the accuracy of the packets. Reinforcement knowledge established on ant-colony optimization routing241
tables are used to the complete. All nodes in the network are assigned with a trust Likewise, such as multiple242
behavior is based on the characteristics of the computed value. A one-hop neighbor of each node in a sensor243
network calculates the value of the trust. The idea of EENC is to provide security for low energy consumption244
and manage its energy resources.245

This protocol EENC was evaluated through simulation. The performance metric to consider life and network246
packets correctly receives rate included. The EENC performance compared with other operations algorithms,247
i.e., DRP and MTRP are described [29] and presents the results of simulation of EENC operating through the248
trans-mission line can often compromised headers [29] EENC is to ensure that the energy efficiency performance249
was observed, that the estimated lifetime testing and successful packet delivery ratio and a higher DRP for more250
EENC received MTRP.251

22 c) Location-based Power Conservation outline252

In [17] Location Based Energy Conservation Program (LBPC) was discussed by authors. They suggested that253
the power consumption reduction algorithm in MANET. Such protocol transmission range of adjustment for254
the nearest neighbors is the first Hop neighbors and arbitrary detachment between the first uses of location255
information provided by GPS fitted to obtain general information about the distance. Two types of algorithms256
based on the results of the simulation are presented in the floods, which varied from 10-50% ratio showed an257
energy conservation. This is a significant amount of energy conservation, and the stored power adjustments as258
a result of a variety of network transmission range are done. However, the average distance to the neighboring259
transmission range is equal to the ratio of low to provide other performance parameters, but high in energy260
conservation.261

23 d) SPAN: Energy Efficient Coordination Algorithm for262

Topology Maintenance SPAN protocol, which reduces power consumption without reducing network connectivity263
also code named to ad hoc multi-hop wireless networks for the distribution of synchronization technique [18].264
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26 CONCLUSION

SPAN is coordinated by the cycle of ”stay and sleep-awake” between the nodes and the ad-hoc multi-hop data265
packet performs routing within the network, while the other nodes are in power redeemable approach and266
occasionally to check if they will awaken and become a coordinator. During coordinator election every node267
in the network can adaptively become a coordinator and rotating them in time to decide whether or not to268
use a random back-off delay, the process is done by the SPAN. Back off delay for a node to other nodes in the269
neighborhood of the delay and the number of nodes is a function of the amount of remaining power. Network270
connectivity not only is to protect the approach adopted in SPAN, it also preserves the ability to reduce latency271
and provides significant energy savings. Node density decreases only slightly increases as the size of the power272
saving provided by SPAN. Practically nodes wake up and listen for traffic from advertising in the current run of273
SPAN, features energy-saving, can be used [19].274

24 e) Power-aware Routing Protocol275

Power awareness Routing (PAR) [21] is maximizes the life span of the network and, hence, the source of the276
data packets transmitted during the process of setting up the route to the destination, choose less congested277
and more stable way to reduce power consumption by providing energy efficient routes. PAR protocols on the278
three parameters are the accumulated energy of a way, the status of the battery’s life and the type of data to be279
transmitted. PAR time to focus on the core metrics are chosen path, hence, less traffic for the delivery of data is280
considered to be more stable. That provided different ways for different type of data transfer, network lifetime281
are increased. PAR simulation results from the energy-related performance metrics to the different ways in high282
mobility scenarios, such as DSR [22] and AODV [23] shows that outperforms the relevant protocol. However,283
PAR suffers increased latency during data transfer, but it goes a long way, and found enormous energy savings.284

25 VII.285

26 Conclusion286

In this paper, the mobile ad-hoc network routing security solutions in energy conservation issues and provides an287
overview of the study of the protocols. Due to the lack of infrastructure for wireless networks and the dynamic and288
transient nature of the relationship between network nodes, designers, especially prepared to impose additional289
challenges. Advanced security mechanisms, security must be designed to achieve the goals and they are effective.290
Ad-hoc functionality to provide a secure link layer security features are intended to be embedded in the equipment.291
Another challenge is preventing the efficient use of computing resources, computing harmful. Research in the292
field of authentication and key management to be efficient in terms of computational burden, which focuses on293
the design of the cryptographic algorithms. These protocols are available in various performance demands and294
proposals identified by the use of force against the parameters of this exhibition show the maximum effect. The295
study describes the achievement of high power conservation without compromising other performance metrics in296
MANET which provides for the performance demands of individual protocols. In the future, we intentionally297
designed to deliver the perfect blend of MANETs with some metrics for the performance demands with the298
intention to use the proposed protocols. 1 2299
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